
Transparent magnetic case Mcdodo PC-1890 for iPhone 12/12 Pr Ref: 6921002618908
Transparent magnetic case Mcdodo PC-1890 for iPhone 12/12 Pro, Magsafe

Mcdodo PC-1890 transparent magnetic case for iPhone 12/12 Pro, Magsafe
Stock up on a stylish, durable case and ensure reliable protection for your iPhone 12 or 12 Pro. The PC-1890 will protect your phone from
damage without affecting the user experience. The accessory is also equipped with 38 magnets, making it possible to inductively charge
your smartphone and use magnetic holders.
 
Reliable protection
Have confidence that your phone is safe. The case was made of high-quality PC and TPU, so it effectively protects your smartphone from
scratches and damage from drops or bumps. The manufacturer also made sure that the smartphone's screen and cameras are properly
protected.
 
38 magnets
You no longer need to remove your iPhone from the case to charge it wirelessly or use the magnetic holder. The Mcdodo brand accessory
is  equipped  with  38  magnets,  which  guarantee  impressive  pulling  power.  This  allows  you  to  conveniently  use  inductive  chargers  and
holders, as well as MagSafe stands.
 
High quality workmanship
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This practical case will serve you well for a long time. It stands out for its high resistance to wear and yellowing - don't be afraid of having
to replace it  with a new one soon.  The accessory is  also covered with a special  coating,  so that fingerprints are not visible on it.  This
means that you can easily keep it clean!
 
Brand
Mcdodo
Model
PC-1890
Color
Transparent
Material
PC + TPU
Compatibility
iPhone 12 / 12 Pro

Preço:

Antes: € 16.9986

Agora: € 15.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, Capas, Tempered glass,
Smartphones
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